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Contrary to the virtual'ly universal opinion of introductory 
chemistrv textbook authors. the octet rule was not invented 
by G. N. Lwis.' Without a doubt ~ e w i s '  concept of the shared 
electron pair bond played a key role in giving the octet rule its 
present form. However, Lewis himself remained curiously 
ambivalent about the importance of the rule, and the recog- 
nition of the significance of the numher eight in valence re- 
lationships actually has a long history that extends hack to the 
last quarter of the 19th century and the work of Mendeleev 
on the periodic tahle. Though a t  first glance such ancient or- 
igins might seem surprising, a moment's reflection on the 
necessary relation between valence and chemical periodicity 
makes this connection quite reasonable. 

Early History of the Octet Rule 
In 1871 Mendeleev (Fig. 1) published an extended review 

on the chemical and nhvsical oeriodicitv of the elements. . . 
which, in revised form, served as the core for the chapter on 
the periodic tahle in his classic textbook "The Principles of 
Chemistry" (1,2). Among the properties discussed was, quite 
naturally, the topic of valence, and Mendeleev enunciated two 
rules relating periodicity and valence in which the numher 
eight  laved a kev role. The first of these limited the maximum 
vdence displayed by a given element to one of eight possible 
valence types, RX, (where R is the element in question and 
X a univalent ligand or test element) and, by implication, 
asserted that the maximum possihle valence of any element 
in the periodic tahle could never exceed eight. Although 
Mendeleev was unable to illustrate the entire series of maxi- 
mum valence types using a single univalent test element 

' A review of 20 recently published introductory college-level 
chemistry texts showed that all of them explicitly or implicitly attributed 
the octet rule to Lewis. 

RT NEWTON LEWIS 

(Tahle 1, row I), he was able to illustrate the entire series using 
hivalent oxygen as the test element (Tahle 1, rows 2 and 3) ,  
where the examples for the R04 (-RXs) class were taken from 
the triad of elements headed by iron, cobalt, and nickel and 
belonging to what is today called group VIII. 

Mendeleev's second rule established a relationship between 
an element's maximum valence as measured relative to hy- 
droeen and its maximum valence as measured relative to 
oxygen, asserting that their sum was never greater than eight 
and that. indeed. for elements in erouos IV throueh VII (so- 
called higher types) it was in fact equal to eight. In other 
words, if a given element of higher type had a hydride of the 
form RH,, its highest oxide necessarily had a formula of the 
form RzOs-, (Table 2). 

Though receiving wide circulation through the medium of 
his extremely popular textbook, Mendeleev's initial ohser- 

Table 1. Mendeleev's First Rule 
Univalent: RX RX., RXI RX. RXr RXa RX7 RX. 
Divalent: R 2 0  RO R203 R02 R205 R 4  R20, RO, 
Example: K20 CaO B203 Si02 P205 SO3 C1& 0s04 

Table 2. Mendeleev's Second Rule 

Hydride RH, Oxide RnOa-, 

CH, C204 - COa 
N K  NaOs 
SH; 
CIH 
none 

Figure. 1. D. Mendeleev. Figure 2. R. Abegg. 
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vations on the role of the number eight in valence relations did 
not receive further elaboration until 1902, when they came to 
the attention of a 33-year-old professor of chemistry a t  the 
University of Breslau named Richard Abegg (Fig. 2). Abegg 
was originally trained as an organic chemist, taking a PhD 
under A. W. Hofmann in 1891 for a dissertation on amido- 
chrvsene. However. shortlv after eraduation Aheee shifted to 
thgfield of physicai inorganic chemistry, doing p%doctoral 
work under Ostwald, Arrhenius, and Nernst, and eventually 
becoming Nernst's assistant a t  Gottingen. There he special- 
ized in the electrochemistrv of both simule and complex ions 
and was naturally led to a study of those factors determining 
the ability of an ion to form complexes and to speculation on 
the possible electrical origin of chemical valence (3). 

In 1899 Abegg published a joint paper with Guido Bod- 
Iinder attempting to correlate the stability of complexes with 
the "electroaffinities" of the constituent ions and these, in 
turn, with the ions' redox potentials (4). In 1902, in the course 
of a lecture at  the University of Christiania, Ahegg extended 
this work to the morr general problem of the origin and peri- 
odiritv of chemiml valrnce and pu>tulnted his at-one-ri~ne- 
famo& rule of normal and cont~avaleuce (5). 

Reviving the earlier electrochemical dualism of Berzelius 
and ~ a y y - ~ h e ~ ~  postulated that all elements were capable 
of exhibiting both a maximum electropositive valence and a 
maximum eledroneeative valence and that the sum of the two - 
was always equal to eight (Table 3). The maximum positive 
valence of an element was identical to its mouu number N and 
its negative valence to 8 - N. whichever of the two valences 
was less than 4 corresoonded to the element's normal valence 
(as exhibited in the vast majority of its stable compounds), 
whereas the comolementarv valence corresponded to its 
contravalence (as t.xhit~ited in less stahlr, rwer cmnbinationsJ. 
For elements in erouu IV (ex., siliwn i~nd  carbon) there was - .  
no nilturd preference forrirhrr of the two valence types and 
surh dt!mt.nts tended to ~JI ,  amphoteric ra term introduced by 
Abegg). Ahegg was, of course, aware that in practice many 
elements failed to exhibit the full range of their potential 
valences. Indeed, he noted that elements in groups I-111 never 
exhihiced their contra\.alenres ithui in effect restricting his 
law to hlendelees.'~ highrr types) and that in theother gnrups 
the tendenrv to (10 su generally increased a i  one moved duwn 
the crow tcomnare. ior examt)lt~. fluorine, with iuit HF, to ~" . . 
iodine, with both HI and IF7).' 

Mendeleev's original formulation of his hydrogen-oxygen 
rule was without electrochemical implications. His maximum 
valence was strictly a stoichiometric valence derived from the 
classic relation 

atomic weight 
ualence = 

equivalent weight (1) 

Within the context of Abegg's theory, however, hydrogen 
became a test element for establishing an element's negative 
valence, oxygen a cest element for establishing an elcmmt's 
posit~\.c \.alewe, and thrir sum a retlection of ;\t)(:gg's rule of 
normal and rmtravalrnces. 

Abegg's virws were elaburatrd in greater detail in i i  long (50 
pages, paper puhlishtd in 190.1 ( 6 ) .  Musr of this paper dealt 

h a  shwt note published in 1902 (Cham. News, 64 (August 8,1902)) 
the British chemist Geoffrev Martin suaoested that the recent discoverv -- 
of various intermetallic comoounds bv Kurnakov had finallv revealed , .. .. 
specles in whlcn !he elements of groups I- I l l  d splayed :hear maximum 
va ence (or contravalence an Abegg s terminology) Qu re ndependenl y 
of Abegg. Man n genera ,zed Mendeleev s ear ler observat ons wnlh 
the equation and statement: "Hence, V1 + V, = 8, i.e., the sum of the 
highest and lowest degrees of valence with which an element acts 
towards other elements is a constant whose value is 8." Martin also 
noted that "An element tends to act toward radicals of like electrical 
slgn w ~ t h  11s h gnesr valence, but toward rad~cals of opposlte e ecslcal 
5,911 wllh 11s lowesl valence. ' lh-s placlng an electrocnemlcal inler- 
prelauon on Mende eev s rule equwa en! to tnat of Aoegg 

with various experimental criteria for establishmg the relative 
uolaritv of an element's valence in a given compound. How- 
ever, near the end of the paper Ahegg venturedsome specu- 
lations on the possible origins of polar valence. Though not 
adverse to the concept of hoth positive and negative electrons, 
he tended to favor a unitary theory in which positive charge 
was due to electron deficiency, and within this context gave 
a simple and prophetic interpretation of his rule (6): 

The sum 8 of our normal and contravalences mssesses therefore ~~~ ~ ~~ 

simple sipnificanrr os rhr numhpr w h ~ h  for all atoms represents 
the puints ofa t l~rk  of P I B ~ U ~ S .  and the gnwp-number or posi- 
tive valence indicates how many of these 8 points of attack must 
hold electrons in order to make the element electrically neutral. 
Unlike most other chemists and physicists encountered in 

the history of the octet rule, Ahvgg ii now virtually forgotten, 
though there can In. no doubt that his rule formed a key step 
in the development of hoth the octet rule and the electronic 
theory of valence (7). The rule was explicitly referred to by all 
of the pioneers in the field who followed Ahegg and, indeed, 
served as the "chemical law of valence" against which they 
tested their own theories of valence and atomic structure. The 
most likely reason for Abegg's eclipse was his premature death 
at  age 42 in a ballooning accident, and it is tempting to spec- 
ulate on how the history of the electronic theory of valence 
might differ had he lived, especially if he had been able to 
modify his initial commitment to an extreme dualism (which, 
given his training as an organic chemist, is not improbable). 
Interestingly, at  the time of his death, Ahegg was, in true 
Germanic fashion, in the process of editing an enormous 
multivolume "Handbuch der Anorganische Chemie" in which 
he was attemutina to use his rule as a unifving theme to or- . - . .. 
gan i~e  the descriptive chemistry uf the elements 18). 

Ahegg's rule estill~lished an explicit ronnectinn between the 
numerical limits of valence and the electronic theory of mat- 
ter. then in iti infancy. However, it did not attempt LO provide 
an explicit model of atomic structure, contenting &elf instead 

Table 3. Abegg's Rule of Normal and Contravalence (6) 

Gruppe: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

Normalvalenzen +I +2 +3 -3 -2 -1 
Kontravalenzen (-7) (-6) (-5) *4 +5 +6 +7 

Figure 3. J. J. Thornson 
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with the vague concept of "points of attack."This deficiency 
was made up in large part by the work of the English physicist 
J. J. Thomson (Fig. 3). Ever since his discovery of the electron 
in 1897 (which for some peculiarlv British reason he persisted 
in calling a negative c o r p u s c l e ~ a  term more appropriate to 
Boyle and the 17th century than to 20th century physics), 
Thomson had doggedly pursued a workable electronic model 
of the atom. By 1907 his search had given birth to the famous 
plum-pudding model and to a t  least four valuable concepts 
which, though no longer used in the explicit forms given them 
by Thomson, are nev&theless an implicit part of all currently 
accepted electronic theories of valence: 1) the concept of an 
electronic shell structure for the atom; 2) the concept that  
chemical valence is largely a function of only the outermost 
electronic shell: 3) the concept that chemical ~eriodicitv 
implies a periodic' repetition bf the outer electionic sheil 
structure; and 4) the concept that the stability of the rare gases 
is connected with shell completion and that the valence of 
other atoms can he correlated with an attempt to attain similar 
closed-shell structures via electron transfir (9). 

In a manner unusual for a physicist, Thomson was quick to 
point out the chemical implications of his model, explicitly 
connectina it with Abegp's rule and in the process enshrining 
the numb& eight as thecentral numericai deity of chemicai 
valence (10). Summarizing his views in 1914, he also added 
what would, with the gift of historical hindsight, prove to be 
an interesting caveat (11). 

Wr reanrd the negatively electrified corpuscles in a atom as ar- 
ranged m a wries uf layem, those in the inner layers we suppose 
are so firmly fixed that they do not adjust themselves so as to 
cause the atom to attract other atoms in its neighbourhood. 
There may, however, be a ring of corpuscles near the surface of 
the atom which are mobile and which have to be fixed if the atom 
is to he saturated. We suppose, moreover, that the number of cor- 
ouseles of this kind mav he anvthins from 0 to 8. but that when . ~. 
the numhrr rrachrz 8 the ring is so stable that the corpuscles are 
no lonarr mobile and the atom is, iu t u  speak.self-saturated.'Che 
number of these mobile corpuscles in an atom of an 
element is equal to the number of the group in 
which the element is placed on Mendeleev's ar- 
rangement. 
. . . Thus we see that an atom may exert an electro- 
positive valence equal to the number of mobile =or- 
puscles in the atom, or an electronegative valence 
equal to the difference between eight and this num- 
her. Each atom can, in fact, exert either an electro- 
positive or electronegative valency, and the sum of 
these two valencies is equal to eight. In this respect 
the theory agrees with Abegg's theory of positive 
and neeative valencv. . . . It is oossible that the 
number of corpusrlrs uh~ch form n r ~ g ~ d  ring may 
depend tosome extent on the number in the mnrr 
rings, i.e. on theatomic weights ofthe elements, and 
that for elements with atomic weights greater than 
forty (i.e., Ar) this number may not be eight. If this 
should prove to be the case, the sum of the positive 
and negative valencies for such elements would not 
he equal to eight. 

Kossel and Lewis 
The year 1916 saw the publication of two ex- 

tremely important papers on the electronic theory 
of valence. The first, published in the March issue 
of the Annalen der Physik, was by a 28-year-old 
physicist a t  the University of Munich named 
Walter Kossel (Fig. 4). Kossel's paper, or rather 
his monograph (133 pages!), was an explicit at- 
tempt to develop and extend Abegg's valence 
views for relativelv oolar inoreanic comoounds 
using the electrontrksfer moiel hrieflihinted 
a t  bv Aheee near the close of his 1904 Daoer (in- 
deei  ~ h e g g  is explicitly cited by ~ o s i e l ' n o  iess 
than 20 times (12). In keeping with this goal, 
Kossel was less interested in an explicit atomic 

Figure 4. W. Kossel. 

model (though he was fully aware of the Bohr-Rutherford 
model) than in accurate experimental counts of the total 
number of electrons per atom, data not available to Thomson 
in 1907. These he obtained from the work of the physicist A. 
van den Broek and used to construct his now famous plot of 
maximum positive and negative oxidation states for the first 
57 elements (Fig. 5). This was a plot of the total electron count 
per atom or ion versus its atomic number. with the values for 
the neutral elements themselves appearing along the diagonal, 
those for the elements in their maximum positive oxidation 
states appearing as extensions below the diagonal, and those 
for their maximum negative oxidation states as extensions 
above the diagonal. 

Figure 5. Kossel'a plot of maximum positive and negative oxidation states (12). 
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This plot allowed Kossel to assess in one stroke the validity larization. Kossel's treatment of coordination com~ounds 
of bothi\begK's rulr and Thoms(~n'ssuggesrion that electron 
transfer was associated with nttmnpts to attain a closed-shell, 
rare gas structure. As can he seen from the figure, both 
Thomson's postulate and Abegg's rule held fairly well for the . . 
s -  and p-block element* (using modern termindogy) as ill- 
dicnted hy tht.clumpinrof theoxidation states about the rare 
gas counts, and the 'ymmetrical disposition of oxidation states 
on either side of the diagonal for elements in groups IV 
through VlI. However, problems were readily apparent for the 
d-hlock elements. Although the elements up to group VIII 
appeared to attain a maximum positive oxidation state cor- 
responding to a rare gas electron count, in the case of groups 
IVA-VIIA (e.e.. Ti-Mn) thev failed. in violation of Aheee's - .  .... 
rule, to attnin thr corwspondin~ n1:gative states of their group 
B andoas' le.e.. Si-(:I!. a fast which Kossel felt tu be ol'a meat . - .  
significance in differentiating the two classes of elements. 

Beeinning with group VIII there was an erratic variation 
in the max&m kidation state, culminating in a second 
asymmetrical clumping of positive oxidation states about the 
counts for the last members of the group VIII triads (e.g., Ni 
and Pd). Todav we associate these clumpinas with the at- 
tainment of a-pseudo-rare gas (n - l)dlO-configuration. 
However, since Kossel was using total electron counts, rather 
than configurations, the 10-valence electron count became 
associated with Ni and Pd  instead. This led Kossel to postu- 
late that these elements represented a kind of imperfect or 
weakened analog of the rare gases as, like the rare gases 
themselves. thev hrideed the eao between one cvcle of re- . . .. . 
peating maximum uxidation states (e.g., KIII--MnlVIII]) and 
another ~Culll  Rrl\'lll~. The strivinr for a maximum oositive . .. . . 
oxidation state corresponding to either a rare gas or pseudo- 
rare gas electron count was virtually universal. The striving 
for a maximum negative oxidation state corresponding to a 
rare gas electron count, however, fell off rapidly as one moved 
to the left of the rare gases and was nonexistent in the case of 
pseudo-rare gas counts, thus accounting for the asymmetry 
in the behavior of the group A d-block elements. In no case did 
the maximum oxidation state of an element exceed e i ~ h t  

The rest of Kossel's paper was essentially an application of 
the resulting ionic bonding model tu the problems of nlordi- 
nation chemiitry, the nutoionizntiun of prnronic solvents, and 
the relative acidity and hasicity of uxides. Also included were 

proved quite useful and was popular among ~ G o p e a n  
chemists up until the Second World War, though it never at- 
tained a similar popularity among ~ m e r i c a n  and British 
chemists (13).  

The second 191fi paper, published one month after Kossel's 
in the Journal o/ the American Chemical Socier), was hy a 
40-year-old chemist at the University of Berkeley named G. 
N. Lewis (Fig. 61 and, in contrast to Kossel's epic, was quite 
terw (22 pages) ( 1 4 ) .  Lewis had act~~al ly  hrgun speculating 
on the electrmic theory of valence as early as 1902 (about the 
vear of Aheee's lecture at Christiania) and had indeoendentlv 
arrived a t  a dualistic electron-transfer model similar tb 
Ahegg's. However, like Thomson, Lewis had also proceeded 
to develop a specific static model of the atom, which he called 
the cubical atom, and had thus apparently also independently 
arrived a t  the concept of periodically repeating electronic 
shells and the concept of the relative stabilitv of rare gas 
structures (Fig. 7). 

Fortunatelv Lewis became increasinelv skeptical about the 
ability of theklectron-transfer model L a c c o k t  for the rela- 
tivelv nonpolar com~ounds of oraanic chemistw and hv 1913 
was killing to puhliih a paper stating his beliefthat two rad- 
ically distinct kinds of honds were required in chemistry, the 

electron-transfer bond of typicd ionic salts andsome 
kind of nonpolar bond to represent the valence stroke of 
structural organic chemistry 115). Largely for this reason, 
apparently, Lewis was unwilling to publish his cubical atom 
model. 

However, some time between 1913 and 1916 Lewis was able 
to resolve his dilemma bv usine the cubical atom to arrive a t  
the concept of theshareri electron pair bmd (Fig. 8). There- 
sultine "simldt~ assumotion that the chemical bond is at  all " 
times and in all molecules merely a pair of electrons jointly 
held hv two atoms" not onlv provided the missine bond . . 
mt~chanism for the nonpolar valence stroke, hut also allowed 
Lewis to resolve the dichotomy of twodistinct bond types"so 
repugnant to that chemical instinct which leads so irresistibly 
to the belief that all t\wes ofchemical union are essentiallv one 
and the same," thro;gh his realization that the progressively 
uneven sharing of the electron pair between atoms of in- 

According to IUPAC notation. 
some simple calculations usingCoulomb's law and an attempt 
to visualize the resulting bonds in terms of Bohr's atomic 
model. When combined with Fajans' later work on ionic po- 

Figure 6. G. N. Lewis. 
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Figure 7. Lewis' cubical atom ( 1 4  

Figure 8. Single anddouble electron pair bondsviewed usingthe cubical atom 
(14) .  



creasingly different electronegativities could yield the ionic 
electron-transfer hond as a limiting case. 

The idea that a chemical bond could result from the sharing 
as well as from the transfer of electrons was not unique with 
Lewis. The chemists A. L. Parson (16), W. C. Arsem (17) and 
H. Kauffmann (la), as well as the physicists J. Stark (19) and 
J. J. Thomson himself (11 ),bad suggested similar ideas. The 
difficulty with all of these proposals, however, was that no 
reasonable restraints had been placed on either the total 
number of electrons per bond or on the number of atoms that 
could share a common electron. As a consequence the resulting 
models were too open-ended to be operationally useful. Lewis, 
hv restrictine both the number of electrons oer bond and the " 
number of atoms so bonded to two, provided the necessary 
restraints to eive a workable theorv. Robert Kohler, who has 
studied the origins of the shared eiectron pair bond; has sug- 
eested that the conce~t  resulted from Lewis' a t t e m ~ t s  to ac- 
commodate the electron-sharing concepts of parson and 
Thomson within the context of his own dualistic cubical atom 
model, and that the restraints so necessary to its success were 
a natural consequence of the geometrical restraints imposed 
by the cuhical atom itself (20). 

I t  is worth pointing out that Kossel had also recognized the 
necessity of a nonpolar hond for organic compounds as well 
as the concept of a progressive change in hond type. Early in 
his paper Kossel had noted that the electron-transfer model 
was unsuitable for nonpolar organic compounds and that an 
electron-sharine model similar to Stark's would ~robablv he 
required.   ear the end of the paper Kossel &me 
soecific models usine two-dimensional Bohr-Rutherford rine 
a'toms in which all orthe valence electrons (e.g., 10 in the case 
of Nz) were held on a common ring placed symmetrically he- 
tween the two bonded atoms (Fig. 9). As the polarity of the 
hond increased, this ring was progressively displaced toward 
the more electronegative atom, and in the ionic limit became 
its sole property. 

Figure 9. The progressive change from ionic to covalent bonding in terms ol 
Kossel's ring atom model (12). 

Like his predecessors, Lewis had recognized both the im- 
portance of the number eight in valence relationships (which 
he called the rule of eight) and its correlation with the at- 
tainment of rare gas structures. However, within the context 
of the ionic model, as formulated by Kossel, this correlation 
was only possible in the case of maximum oxidation states 
(e.g., P5+ and C1- in PCIb). Attempts to construct ionic for- 
mulas for lower oxidation state compounds failed to give ions 
havine either rare eas or ~seudo-rare eas electron counts (e.e.. 
1'"- ~ ~ ' I ' C I ~ ) .  The ikportknce of the shared electron pair b&d 
for the octet rule mas that it allowed the extension of the rule 
to these lower oxidation state species as well as to purely ho- 
monuclear species such as Clz and Nz. In contrast, Kossel's 
formulation of homonuclear species precluded their obeying 
the octet rule (e.g., Nz) and, indeed, Kossel went so far as to 
suggest that the rule was limited only to polar compounds. 
Though Lewis was well aware of the implications of the elec- 
tron pair hond for the octet rule, their full exploitation was to 
he largely the work of Irving Langmuir. 

Irving Langmuir 
Irving Langmuir (Fig. 10) was a 38-year-old research 

chemist at  General Electric when he first began to write on the 
subject of Lewis' electron pair hond in 1919 (21 ). In the course 
of three short years he managed, in addition to numerous 
popular lectures, to publish more than 12 articles, extending, 
refining, and popularizing Lewis' work. Lewis had originally 
restricted his discussion of the cubical atom and chemical 
bonding to the s- and p-block elements, feeling that the am- 
hieuities then Dresent in the chemistrv and electronic struc- 
tures of the d-block elements made attempts to extend the 
model too s~eculative. Lanemuir, in his first and most ambi- 
tious paperi66 pages), published in the June 1919 issue of the 
Journal of the American Chemical Society, attempted to 
remedy this defect (22). Through the use of 11 basic postulates 
covering the arrangement of the electrons in isolated atoms 
and their preferential sharing in compounds, Langmuir un- 
dertook to deduce the entire structure of theoretical and de- 
scriptive chemistry. The full extent of his amhition is revealed 
in a popular lecture published in 1921 (23). Langmuir 
wrote 

Figure 10. 1. Langmuir. 
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These things mark the beginning, I helieve, of a new chemistry, a 
deductive chemistry, one in which we can reason out chemical re- 
lationships without falling back on chemical intuition.. . . I think 
that within a few years we will he able to deduce 90 percent of ev- 
erything that is in every textbook on chemistry, deduce it as you 
need it, from simple ordinary principles, knowing definite facts in 
regard to the structure of the atom. 
Despite his enthusiasm, Langmuir's extension of the stat- 

ic atom (Fig. 11) proved to be short-lived. By 1921 Bohr, on 
the basis of spectral evidence (24) and Bury, on the basis of 
chemical evidence (25), had shown that Langmuir's postulated 
shell sequence of 2,8,8,18,18, and 32 electrons was wrong as 
was his postulate that a new electron shell could be started 
only if the preceding shells were completely f led .  In addition, 
most theoretical physicists, who by this time were firmly 
committed to a dynamic atom model, were less than impressed 
by Langmuir's extended static model. The German physicist 
Sommerfeld characterized Langmuir's 11-postulate deductive 
chemistry as "somewhat cabalistic" (26), and the English 
physicist E. N. Andrade was even more hlunt (26), 

It is scarcely necessary to insist on the artificality of this picture . . . . The electrons in Langmuir's atom have, in fact, so few of the 
known properties of electrons that it is not immediately clear why 
they are called electrons at all. 

Thus, in actual practice, Langmuir's development of Lewis' 
model was restricted to the same atoms as Lewis had originally 
discussed. Nevertheless, a number of valuable concepts did 
evolve out of Langmuir's refinements, including the electro- 
neutrality principle and the isoelectronic (isosteric) principle 
(27), the last of which has been characterized by Kober, in a 
recent article, as the "last important nonquantum mechanical 
bonding principle" (28). 

Even more important to the present discussion was Lang- 
muir's use of his postulates to deduce a general mathematical 
expression for the "octet" rule (a term introduced by Lang- 

Table 4. Examples of Langmulr's Octet Equatlon 
Species 2 s  n H v = %(8n- Ze) + H Strumre 

NH3 8 1 3  3 id" 
10 2 0 3 

\IE 
co IC-01 

H2C0 12 2 2 4 

muir to replace Lewis' more cumbersome "rule of eight") 
Z e = Z s - 2 8  (2) 

where 2 e  is the total sum of available valence electrons in a 
species, 2s is the sum of the valence electrons required for 
complete shell formation for each of the heavier atoms (i.e., 
excluding hydrogen), and B is the numher of covalent bonds 
between the heavier atoms. Restriction of the heavy atoms to 
those lying below Ar converts eqn. (2) into the major equation 
of Langmuir's "octet theory" 

2 e  = 8n - 2 8  (3) 

when n is the number of heavy atoms requiring octet com- 
pletion. Addition of the covalent bonds, H, to any protons 
present gives the final total number of covalent bonds in a 
species 

Some example applications of eqn. (4) are shown in Table 4 

Figwe 11. Langmuir's extended cubical atom models (from Washburn. E. W., "imroduction to the Principles of Pnysical Chemistry." 2nd ed., Md+awHill. New Y d ,  
1921, p. 470.) 
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and some examples of Langmuir's original structures in Figure 
12. 

In 1921, in what was essentially his last major paper on the 
octet theory, Langmuir gave a comprehensive survey of the 
limitations of eqn. (4) (29). By this time he had succeeded in 
reducing his original 11 postulates to three, the third of which 
represented the fust explicit statement of the electroneutrality 
principle 

1) The electrons in atoms tend to surround the nucleus in sucees- 
sive layers containing 2, 8.8, 18, 18, and 32 electrons respec- 
tively. 

2) Two atoms may be coupled together by one or more duplets held 
in common by the completed sheaths of the atoms. 

3) The residual charge on each atom or group or̂  atoms tends to a 
minimum. 

Shell completion was desirable because i t  resulted in a 
sohericallv svmmetrical electron distribution which tended 
to minimie internal electrical fields about the atom. Mini- 
mization of the residual charres was also desirahle because it - 
minimized the coulombic energy required to maintain charge 
seoaration on adiacent atoms. 

'~angmuir pointed out that the requirements of postulates 
1 and 3 were frequently in conflict and used this conflict to 
rationalize the limitat ions of his octet equation. His resulting 
classifiration of chemical compounds is shown in Table 5. 
Sprciei obeying pustulate 1 were termed "complete com- 
pounds" and tended to obey the octet rule either through the 
furmation of ionic com~ounds (Class IA) or through the for- 

introduced by Langmuir. In the latter case, Langmuir further 
distinguished between those species obeying the octet rule 
proper (i.e., 2s = 8n) and those obeying an extended rare gas 
rule (i.e., s = 18), the former being restricted to combinations 
among elements corresponding to Mendeleev's higher types 
and the latter being the first explicit statement of the 18- 
electron rule much beloved of the oreanometallic chemist. .--- ~ - - - ~  ~~ ~ 

On the other hand, the "incomple~e compounds" of Class 
I1 failed to ohevnostulate 1 and thus the octet rule. In Lane- ~ ~ ~ " . ~ ~  
muir's opinion this was because shell completion in these 
species required, in violation of postulate 3, the buildup of 
prohibitively large net ionic charges (and here Langmuir was 
generous in allowing charges as high as 6+ and 4- in contrast 
to Pauling's later restriction of 2 f  or lower). Finally, Langmuir 
included a class of "exceptional cases" whose bonding ap- 
parently required a special kind of electron-sharing beyond 
that proposed in postulate 2. 
The Debate 

Lewis' opportunity to comment on Langmuir's work came 
in 1923 with the publication of his classic monograph, "Va- 
lence and Structure of Atoms and Molecules" (30). With the 
exception of a short retrospective essay written in 1933 (31), 
this was essentially Lewi*' last majur contribution to the 
electronic theory of valence and rrpresented his matured views 
on the nature of the electron-pair bond. 

Already in his 1916 paper, Lewis, faced with the inability 
of the cubical atom to reoresent a triole bond and the over- 
whelming evidence of organic chemistry that the valencesof 
carbon were tetrahedrnllv directed, had speculated that the 

- ~ - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ 

mation of "covalent" compounds (class IB)-another term 
electrons of the cubical atom were drawniogether to form a 
tetrahedron of electron   airs (Fia. 13). Bv 1923 Lewis had also 
abandoned his earlier defense oFthe static atom (32) and was 
willine to comoromise with the dvnamical atom models fa- 
voreduby the physicists, suggesting a model in which the 
electrons of the static atom corresponded to the average po- 
sitions of electrons moving in small directional orbits. In 
keeping with these views, the cubical atom was presented only 
in an historical context in the 1923 monograph. Cubical 

Figure 12. Same of the "cubical atom" molecular structures which Langmuir 
deduced using his octet equation (27). 

Figure 13. Lewis' tevahedrai atom with close-paired electrons ( 14) 

Table 5. Langmuir's Classification ol Compounds via the Octet 
Rule 

I. Complete Compounds 
A) Compounds Without Covalence (B  = 0) 

1) Electropositive main group elemenk (N 5 3) plus elecbonegalii 
elements ( N  > 4). e.g.. NaCI. NB, A1.0~ 

2) Early transition elements in their maximum oxidation state plus 
electronegative elements, e.g.. SeC13, TaBrs, CrFs 

3) Certain halides of the electronegative elements in their higher 
oxidation states, e.g., PCls. SFs 

B) Covalent Compounds 
1) Amng the electranegative elemems, where s = 8. (N 2 41, e.g.. 

C. N, 0. F. Si. P. CI 
2) Among the transition elements, where s = 18. e.g.. Mo(CO)s, 

Fe(C0). and ni(CO)a 
11. Incomplete Compounds 

A) lntermetailics 
B) Salts of the later transition elements, e.g.. CrCI.. CuCh, ZnO 

Ill. Exceptional Cases 
A) Triply banded species, e.g., N2. CO, CN- 
8) Hydrogen-bonded species. e.g., HF2- 
CI Roranes 
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Figure 14. Langmuir's cubical struclure for N2. CO. and CN- (27) 

models of molecules, such as those used by Langmuir (recall 
Fig. 12), were used nowhere in the book, extensive use being 
made instead of the less structurally explicit electron dot 
formulas, though in several places tetrahedral atom models 
were also used. 

Langmuir's failure to abandon the cubical atom accounted 
for his classification of NI. CO. and CN- as "exceotional .. . . 
rases." Lacking a triple hond, he was forced to postulate a 
soecial electnmic structure for these mecies in which bnth 
kkrnels were simultaneously enclosed within a single cube of 
electrons. the remaining two electrons beine sharedas anor- 
ma1 duplet betwern the'kernels (Fig. Id), a proposition which 
Lewis was to later chsrarrerize as .'ad hoc" (.?O). 

Though, as Kohler has suggested, the rubiral amm probably 
 laved H central rule in the in~tial inception of theelectron  air 
bond, Lewis was quick to obtain an empirical hase of support 
for the hond, the most impressive evidence being the obser- 
vation that virtually all stable chemical species contained an 
even number of electrons. Indeed, the few "odd molecule" 
exceptions to this rule tended to he highly reactive and fre- 
quently underwent dimerization reactions to give products 
with even electron counts. Lewis also became increasingly 
convinced, in large part through the influence of A. L. Parson's 
magneton model of the atom, that magnetic interactions be- 
tween electrons were responsible for the formation of electron 
oairs. a thesis discussed a t  length in a seoarate chaoter of the 
i923 monograph and in a rev& publishkd the next year (59). 
These considerations led Lewis to oostulate that the formation 
of electron pairs or the "rule of two," as he called it, was a 
much more im~or tan t  bondine orincinle than the rule of eieht -. 
and account, in part, for his evaluation of Langmuir's octet 
equation. Lewis wrote (30) 

The striking prevalence of molecules in which each atom has its 
full quota of four electron pairs in the outermost shell has led 
Langmuir to attempt to make the octet rule absolute, and he even 

an arithketrieal equation to determine, in accordance 
with this rule, whether a given formula represents a possible 
chemical substance. I believe that in his enthusiasm for this idea 
he has been led into error, and that in calling the new theory the 
"octet theory" heoveremphasizes what isafter all hut one feature 
of the new theory of valence. The rule of eight, in spite of its great 
importance, is less fundamental than the rule of two, which calls 
attention to the tendency of electrons to formpairs. 
Lanmnuir. on the other hand. felt that  Lewis' neelect of 

transicon metal chemistry had 'misled him concern& the 
necessary instability of "odd molecules," and that  their rela- 
tive scarcity was due less to an inherent instability resulting 
from their unpaired electrons than to the relative ahundance 
of closed-sbeil species, or in Langmuir's own words (29) 

. . .the remarkable tendency, painted out by Lewis,for most com- 
pounds to contain an even number of electrons is due merely to 
the relative ahundance of complete compounds compared to in- 
complete ones. In other words, the even number of electrons in 
most compounds results from the tendency of Postulate 1 [ i e .  
elosed-shell formation] rather than from any more general ten- 
dency for electrons to form pairs. 

Thus Lanemuir viewed the   re valence of even-electron- 
count spec.irs as H r~nsequenrb of rnmplete shrll formation 
and as 3 reflection of the octet rule for dements lvine below 
Ar, whereas Lewis viewed it (and the octet rule itself) as a 
consequence of the "rule of two." 
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Table 6. Lewls' Examples of Specles Violating the Octet Rule 

1) Odd Molecdes: NO. CI.0 
2) Electron Deficient: NaCH3. 6%. BF,. SOa. HP03. COa2-. NOa-. 

possibly even NaCllo 
31 Electron Rich: PCls. SFe, UFe. SiFs2-, P1Cls2- and MQ(CN)~'- 

I.euis even included a chapter in his monograph dealing 
with '.Exceptions to the Rule of Eight" in which he discussed 
the examples summarized in  able 6. In  viewing this list one 
is struck by the fact that  Langmuir's own discussion of this 
suhject was in somr ways mure thorough. Although the odd 
molecules in Class 1 certainly violate tht* octet rule, their 
supposed warrity and high reactivity could he used m support 
the stability of the oc1t.t just a i  well as the stability ut'the 
electrun rmir. On the other hand. all of Lewis' elttctron-defi- 
cient examples and most of his electron-rich examples could 
be (and were) accommodated by Langmuir's octet equation 
by using an ionic formulation. Finally, several of the elec- 
tron-rich examples were not fair game (e.g., PtCb2-, UF6, and 
Mo(CN)a4-) as Langmuir had never claimed that the octet 
rule was valid for elements above Ar. 

Lewis' purpose was, of course, less to find examples which 
could not he fitted bv Lanmuir's eauation than to find ex- 
amples which could be fitted only h i  postulating structures 
(usually ionic) which were a t  variance with their known 
physico-chemical properties. Indeed, in looking a t  the posi- 
tions taken by Langmuir and Lewis regarding the octet rule, 
one receives the impression that  Langmuir, in his desire to 
emulate the rigor of physics, wished to be guided by the de- 
ductions of his postulates, whereas Lewis, more open to the 
experimental data hase of chemistry, was more willing to he 
a i d e d  hv the emoirical evidence. 
-  herei is little douht that the personal interaction between 
Lewis and Lanemuir also tended to color the oositions the" .~ ~ 

took regarding the octet rule. Langmuir was a jx)pular and 
dvnamiv lecturer and \Vilder I ) .  Hancroft has left us with an 
amusing picture of what i t  was like to be a member of one of 
Langmuir's audiences (33). 

Langmuir is the most convincing lecturer I have ever heard. I 
have heard him talk to an audience of chemists when I knew they 
did not understand one-third of what he was saying; hut thought 
they did. It's very easy to he swept off one's feet by Langmuir. 
You remember in Kipling's novel Kim that the water-jug was 
broken and Lurgan Sahib was trying to hypnotize Kim into 
seeing it whole again. Kim saved himself by saying the multipli- 
cation table . . . [so] . . . I have heard Langmuir lecture when 1 
knew he was wrong, but I had to repeat to myself "He is wrong, I 
know he is wrong, he is wrong" or I should have believed like the 
others. 
Naturally Lewis was initially quite pleased with the pub- 

licity given his theory as a result of Langmuir's lectures and 
papers. However, as time passed and more and more of the 
publicity accrued to Langmuir instead of Lewis, Lewis became 
increasingly upset, expressing his true feelings in a letter 
written to W. A. Noyes in 1926 (34). 

Perhaps I am inclined to he too caustic in this matter, hut I really 
do feel that while oeo~le were iustified in beine carried awav a hit . . ,. ~~ ~ . 
hy Langmuir's p~rsonal I harm and rnthur~nsm srme yeari ago, to 
~er i l s t ,  cipcr~ally ns they d,, in England. ~n speakma of the I.ang- 
muir theory of valence is inexcusable. 
Another of Langmuir's talents was the ability to coin 

catchy terminolog< such as duplet, isostere, octetrule, and 
covalent hond, and i t  is not without note that  the first two 
terms do not appear in the index of Lewis' monograph and 
that the terms octet theory and covalence appear only once. 
In fact Lewis recommended that the term covalent he dropped 
because Langmuir had "associated this term with an arith- 
metrical equation by which he attempts to predict the exis- 
tence or nonexistence of chemical compounds" (30). In private 
Lewis rather humorously expressed his resentment over the 



manner in which Langmuir had ignored Lewis' own termi- 
nology (34), 

. . . nmetimrs parents show a qingulnr infplicity in naming the11 
children, hut on the xholc they seem to enjoy having the p r i6  
lege. 
In vublic Lewis was, of course, less outspoken and in his 

1923 monograph gave an rvaluation of l.angmuir'sc~rntrihu- 
tiuns which can onlv he viewed asa  masterpirceof diplomatic 
understatement (30). 

It is a cause of much satisfaction to me to find that in the course 
of this series of applications of the new theory, conducted with 
the greatest acumen, Dr. Langmuir has not been obliged to 
chanee the theorv which I advanced. Here and there he has been " 
temnted to reeard certain rules or tendencies as more universal in ~ ~~ ,~~~ ~ ~ ~ , . ~  ~~ 

thew scope than I considered them in my paper, or than I now 
nmrider thrm, lrut these are questions u,e shnll haw a later uppo- 
r u n i t v  to dlsruis. The thwrv ha% been dra~ynated in some quar- 
ters as the Lewis-Langmuir theory, which would imply some sort 
of collaboration. As a matter of fact Dr. Langmuir's work has 
been entirely independent, and such additions as he has made to 
what was stated or implied in my paper should be credited to him 
alone. 
In the final analysis there can be little doubt that Lang- 

muir played a key role in accelerating the acceptance of Lewis' 
electron-pair bond. Robert Kohler, who has studied the in- 
teraction between Lewis and Langmuir in some detail, has 
concluded that by 1920 the chemical community was still, by 
and large, content to use the ionic electron-transfer hond and 
that  no crisis in chemical bonding was evident which might 
draw chemists to a model similar to Lewis' electron-pair bond. 
The widesnread and raoid acceotance of the electron- air 
hond was rather a consequence of Langmuir's dynamic per- 
sonalitv and the uniaue manner in which he svanned hoth the 
industrial and university chemical communities. As Kohler 
has written (21) 

What made the difference was, of course, Langmuir himself and 
his reputation. The new theory was well received be- 
cause it was "Langmuir's theory" and not because of its intrinsic 
intellectual worthT0nce received, of course, its worth become evi- 
dent. What I wish to stress is that the advantages of thenew theo- 
ry w r p  ncjt immediately olwious and thnt had rt  not Ireen "Ldng- 
muir's rhenrv," the rediscovery and adoptiun of Lewis' theory 
miyhr well haw awaited a rral crisis in the theory nf Ismding. 

Summary, Conclusions, and Prospects 
The major events in the develupmrnt of the octet rule are 

iummarired in Table 7. thuueh nh\.iouslv mans additional - 
contributions were made by lesser-known chemists which 
could not be touched uvon for lack of s ~ a c e . ~  These events 
allow one to draw at  leak three major ~ ~ n c l u s i o n s  about the 
origins and development of the octet rule: 

1) Within the context of the dualistic or electrovalent model the 
octet rule essentially corresponded to a maximum valence rule 
only. While the striving for a rare gas structure determined hoth 
which elements could exhibit negative valences and the value 
of these valences, in the case of the positive valence it merely 
determined the maximum value, placing no necessary restric- 
tions on the lower values. 

homonuelear species in terms of rare gas structures, substan- 
tially strengthened the identification of the octet rule with the 
formation of rare gas structures. 

3) At no time. within the context of either the electrovalent or ~ ~ 

covalent mwirl, wns i t  rlnimrtl thnt the ~rtet,rarepasstr~~cture 
relation wns yrnernlly wlid for elrmmu beyond Ar. 

" Some minor contributions. thouoh hardly bv lesser-known chemists, 
lnclude the work of Ramsay and ~;?rnst daisay was one of tne flrst 
to apply Abegg s rule of elght. an0 Nernst expressed some suggestwe 
wews on the saturatnon of nons For a dmusslon, see Ssanges (7) 

Table 7. Summary of Major Events in Development of the Octet 
Rule 

MendeIeev: 1871 
Eight as a maximum valence rule and the sum of me hydrogen and oxygen 
valences for higher types. 

Abegg; 1904 
Elecnochemlcal interpretation of Mendeieev's rule of eight in tehs of eiecbon 
gain and loss. 

Thornson: 1904. 1907 
Concept of chemical periodicity in terms of recurring outer electron config- 
urations. Rule af eight as striving for completion of stable rare gas shells. 

Kossel: 1916 
Extension of ionic model. Eight as a maximum valence rule for polar corn 
pounds only. 

Lewis 1916 
Continuity of bond type and electron pair bonding mechanism for octet 
completion. 

Langmuic 19 19- 192 1 
Elaboration and popularization of me Lewis madel. MaU7ematical famulation 
of the octet rule. 

The debate over the validity of the octet rule did not, of 
course, end with Lewis and Langmuir. Between the 1920's and 
the 1940's a number of vigorous discussions took place in 
which not only the validity of the octet rule was questioned 
but the validity of the electron-pair hond itself (35-37), and 
aspects of this debate are still with us (38,39). More recent 
quantum mechanical calculations, however, have tended t o  
discount the importance of octet expansion and have rein- 
stated the general validity of the octet rule for the p-hlock 
elements (40). In keeoine with this conclusion. modern . - 
bonding theory has also provided a satisfactory resolution of 
the problems associated with both electron-deficient and 
electron-rich species and has done so in a manner which shows 
that  neither Lewis nor Langmuir was totally correct in the 
positions they took. Langmuir, in his desire to maintain the 
octet rule, was willing, in spite of the physico-chemical evi- 
dence, to postulate ionic structures for many of these species, 
whereas Lewis, in his desire to maintain the supremacy of the 
2c-2e covalent bond, was willing to propose hoth hextet and 
ex~anded octet structures. The current consensus maintains 
buih rhr octet rule, on the one hand, and thr  presence of co- 
valent bonding, on the othrr, i)v atrandoning the explicit as- 
sumntion ot' hoth 1.nnrmulr nnd Lewis that the covalent hond 
mus't a t  all times heYa localized two-centered hond. Thus 
electron deficient species have been accommodated via the 
closed 3c-2e hond popularized by Lipscomh for the boron 
hydrides (41) or via the use of delocalized a-electron systems 
(e.g., BF3, C032-, etc.), whereas electron-rich species (e.g., 
PCla XeFa) have been accommodated via the open 3c-4e bond 
popularized by Rundle (42), Pimentel (43), and others (44, 
45). 

The case of the d-block elements is more ambiguous. The 
generalized rare gas rule first hinted at by Langmuir was in- 
dependently iormulated by the English chemist N. V. Sidg- 
wick in 1W:i ( 4 6 ) .  Sidcwick, howww, preferred to use total 
electron counts ratherthan valence electron counts and coh- 
sequently called his technique the effective atomic number 
rule (EAN). Not until 1934 did Sidgwick explicitly connect 
his EAN rule with Langmuir's earlier 18-electron rule and 
drr iw an rquation, related tu 1.nnymuir's (though based on 
toial electron counts), fur prrdictiny the structures of poly- 
nuclear metal carhonyla and nitroiyls (47). Kxtensive appli- 
rations of the KAN rule tn the structures of metal c;lrhonyls 
were made l)v Rlnnchard in the 15-lu's 1.181 and the imvurtimce 
of the rule exploded along with the field of organometallic 
chemistry in the late 1950's and 1960's, despite its many vio- 
lations. More recent theoretical work has provided hoth 
quantitative (49) and qualitative (50) rationales for why the 
18-electron rule is weaker than the octet rule. 

Even Langmuir's arithmetical equation is still with us and 
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Table 8. Examoles ot the Generalized 8 - N Rule in modified form is used extensively in the field of solid-state 
chemistry. If one a ~ ~ l i e s  ean. (3) to only the more electro- 
negativeor anionic-componmts of a solid-state compound, 
one obtains 

where Ze, includes not only the valence electrons from the 
anionic components hut any electrons transferred from the 
cationic components, n, is the number of anionic components 
per unit formula, and 2E, the number of anion-anion bonding 
electrons. In general the anionic components are restricted 
to elements lying to the right of the Zintl line in the periodic 
table (i.e., groups IV-VII, again shades of Mendeleev's higher 
types). Rearrangement of the equation and redefinition of 2B, 
= b., gives 

This is called the generalized 8 - N rule and is the subject of 
a n  extensive literature (5166). The equation can also be 
applied to the structuresof pure elements lying to the right 
of the Zintl line. Some exam~le a~~ l i c a t i ons  are shown in . .. 
Table 8. 

Extended versions of Langmuir's original equation have 
also appeared in the literature which incorporate the possi- 
bility of the multicentered bonds required for the description 
of both electron-deficient (57) and electron-rich (58) 
species. 
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